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Houston with a population of just over 2 million is one of the loveliest cities in the United States. It is
blessed by a warm southern climate with warm summers and mild temperate winters. Growing from
the beginnings in 1835 along the Buffalo Bayou is has expanded in spurts over the 170 age of its
existence.

The digging of the ship channel enabling deep water vessels to dock in Houston port, plus a ship
building industry made Houston into a maritime center. The discovery of oil and its expansion as the
centre of the petro-chemical industry in the US was a considerable booster. With the development
of affordable air conditioning many companies discovered Houston an attractive place to move to.
An aeronautical as well as a biomedical industry has developed and the Johnson space center is
situated in Houston thus the city remains a vibrant area with lower unemployment than many parts
of the US.

There are very many attractive places to live in Houston but one of the most popular, and with good
reason, in Rice Military. Properties in Rice Military have consistently appreciated in value for starters
but there are other factors. It is an upper middle class area and very close to downtown Houston

The increasingly popular Townhomes are very fashionable and there are a number of condos to be
had as well.

Because of its proximity to downtown it has a trendy feel to it and many who buy in Rice Military as
a starter home find themselves staying a lifetime.

All areas inside the inner loop are in high demand as they offer easy access to all amenities and are
well served with access to freeways. Ranging from $750,000 for elegant 3 bedroom homes in
certain of the most sought after areas of Houston down to numerous priced below $140,000 here is
a vast range to opt from. Houston Townhomes are increasing in popularity and those inside the very
fashionable Rice Military Homes are especially desirable due to this area's Upper middle class
status. Here prices range from $200,000 for starter kind town homes to $600,000 for stand alone
properties with a garden.

Rice Military is so called since the Rice Family used to own the area. One member of the Family
founded Rice Academy which is now Rice University. A military camp, Camp Logan, was nearby
and this camp was a large training camp for soldiers going to France throughout World War One.

The Camp is now the site of Memorial Park which is a vast open area. The area of Rice Military is
vibrant and buzzing and has a huge plenty of advantages in its location. It is very close to downtown
Houston, It is a leafy suburb with a immense park nearby and is not overcrowded. Rice Military
Homes are a sound investment whether you are looking for a starter house or want a very nice
place to live.

For further information or to see the listings of properties currently on the market look at Rice
Military Houston real estate.
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Temple Young - About Author:
a Rice Military Homes are a great investment whether looking for a starter home or a place to live
for the long term .
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